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Our Patient Statements service helps you engage, educate, 
and empower patients. The flexible, patient-friendly layout 
of our statements combine hospital and physician billing 
into a single document, and allow you to add customized 
messages to patients.

Patient Statements is supported by a team of design experts 
who will customize your statements according to your 
patient needs. Predefined content can be easily updated 
without additional programming fees. More complex 
changes to your statement design, layout, and some other 
text-based changes, are billed on an hourly basis. 

Whether you’re sending a special message to Medicare 
recipients about open enrollment changes, or promoting 
wellness classes to patients in a select ZIP CodeTM, we 
can quickly turn around your special requests — often so 
they’re live on your next statement run. Patient Statements 
is a simple way to transform your statements into a useful 
communication resource. 

How we do it
• Experian Health statement tools allow us to change 

and target Statement content instantly without costly 
programming fees

• Sophisticated segmentation capability based on patient 
demographics and insurance type for personalizing 
messages

• Generate consolidated monthly statements with full-
disclosure of all your patient’s A/R information

• Patient-friendly statement templates with four-color 
printing  

• National Change of Address (NCOALink®) to correct 
patient addresses 

• Printing and collating under one roof eliminates the 
need to send statements to an outside presort house 

• USPS inside production plant accepts mail immediately 
after production

What you get

Patient Statements

Bills are often the most direct contact providers like you have with patients after service. Unfortunately these 
statements are often overwhelming and difficult to read. It’s time to transform your patient billing statements 
into understandable, customizable communications that help forge the strong patient relationships you need. 

Turn routine bills into customized communications 
that increase revenue and patient satisfaction

Generate new revenue from existing 
patients by adding targeted marketing 
messages

Keep patients informed with educational 
industry updates

Cut down confusion by presenting easy-
to-understand billing information

Boost patient satisfaction with 
simplified, personalized statements

Works well with

Patient Statements is available as a stand-alone solution 
or can be integrated with Patient Self-Service, our online 
patient portal solution.

Increase website traffic by promoting 
patient-specific content

Improve statement delivery time 
through streamlined production

Reduce postage costs by taking 
advantage of ZIP Code discounts
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Present full 
disclosure 
of account 

information

Our design 
experts make 

predefined 
statement 

changes quickly 
and free of 

charge

Ask about Patient Self-Service, 
our online business office 
solution for online billing


